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Realization of a study of civil engineer under 
seismic loading

Abstract:

The purpose of this document is giving advice to carry out studies of civil engineer under seismic loading. One 
presents to it  the use of  the numerical  models of  reinforced concrete structures under seisme available in 
Code_Aster. 

One points out the methods of calculating in nonlinear transient dynamics first of all. One describes then the 
modelizations finite elements and the model of steel and concrete behavior available. One presents finally the 
various stages to be carried out in the frame of a seismic nonlinear dynamic study (prior studies, resolution of 
computation and postprocessing).
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1 Introduction

Into the frame of the seismic revaluation of the buildings of civil engineer, computational simulations 
aim to better apprehend their nonlinear behavior. One presents in this document the tools available in 
Code_Aster in order to model reinforced concrete structures under seismic loading.
The purpose of this document is providing the user of the advice of methodology and the rules of good 
practice to  be  followed  at  the  time  as  of  various  stages  of  its  computation.  One  approaches 
successively the following points:

• methods of calculating in nonlinear transient dynamics, 
• the choice of the modelization finite elements, 
• the choice of the model of behavior, 
• the setting in facts of the case, 
• analyses preliminary to nonlinear transient dynamic computation, 
• the resolution of nonlinear transient dynamic computation, 
• postprocessing, 
• existing studies.

However one does not approach in this documentation the lawful computation of design by spectral 
method [U2.06.09].

2 Methods of calculating transitory nonlinear dynamics

One does not detail in this document the general advices for the realization of a nonlinear transient 
dynamic computation. It is however important to insist on the specificity of such computations. The use 
of  dynamic  operator  DYNA_NON_LINE ([U4.53.01]  and  [R5.05.05])  requires  additional  precautions 
compared to a static computation nonlinear STAT_NON_LINE ([U4.51.03] and [R5.03.01]).
It is in particular important to note that, the temporal evolution to represent being of big size, one has 
an often expensive problem in TEMPS CPU. One is thus brought to set up modelizations who are not 
too bulky.
In  addition,  certain  options available  in  nonlinear  static  are  not  licit  in  dynamics.  It  is  the case in 
particular  control  of  the  loading  which  makes  it  possible  to  help  the  convergence  of  a  static 
computation. In dynamics, the history of loading being “real”, one cannot use this kind of method more 
such as it is.

2.1 Operator DYNA_NON_LINE

operator DYNA_NON_LINE ([U4.53.01] and [R5.05.05]) allows to calculate the dynamic evolution of a 
structure whose material and/or geometry have a nonlinear behavior.
One solves the equations of the dynamics with:

• a discretization by finite elements on the mesh in “physical” base, 
• of  the  implicit  or  explicit  integration  methods  temporal  for  the  resolution  of  the  temporal 

problem, 
• the integration methods of Newton-Raphson for the resolution of the nonlinear incremental 

problem associated with the mechanical equilibrium. This method consists in reiterating on the 
resolution with a tangent operator.

In dynamics, contrary to the static, it cannot exist of operator of resolution strictly noninvertible. This is 
due to the presence of the mass matrix in this operator. However, this does not guarantee of anything 
convergence computation. The most frequent problems relate to the resolution of the behavior.
One  gives  to  the  paragraph  7.2 advice  of  use  of  operator  DYNA_NON_LINE allowing  to  improve 
convergence of the algorithms.

2.2 Choice of the diagram of temporal integration
 

the user can currently choose in DYNA_NON_LINE between four temporal diagrams:
            

Implicit schemes:
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•a nondissipative implicit scheme: diagram of average acceleration (or trapezoidal rule), 
•a  dissipative  implicit  scheme:  diagram  HHT  (which  introduces  a  numerical  dissipation  high 

frequency), 

explicit Diagrams:
•a diagram clarifies nondissipative: diagram of the central differences, 
•a dissipative  explicit  diagram:  the  diagram of  Tchamwa-Wielgosz  (which  introduces  a  numerical 

dissipation high frequency).

One will  refer  to  [10]  and [R5.05.05]  to  know in detail  the rules of  use of  these various temporal 
integration methods.
In the frame as of studies civil engineer under seismic loading, one recommends to use the classical 
implicit scheme of average acceleration which does not bring numerical dissipation.
One  will  see  in  paragraph  7.2 that  one  can  be  brought,  in  the  event  of  numerical  instability  of 
computations (oscillations high frequencies), to use a diagram of the type HHT.

Moreover, in the event of nonsevere convergence, one will be able to try to continue computation by 
means of  an explicit  diagram.  However operator  DYNA_NON_LINE is  directed towards the implicit 
approaches.  He  is  not  optimized  (vectorized)  for  the  explicit  resolutions.  It  is  thus  currently 
recommended to use an explicit diagram with more the greatest caution.

2.3 Choice of time step of computation

2.3.1 Implicit schemes:

Time step to choose must observe a certain number of conditions [R5.05.05]:

•time step must be sufficiently small to correctly represent the temporal sampling of the loading; 

•one  advises  to  choose  for  reasons  of  accuracy  (criterion  of  the  type  “Shannon”  on  the  cut-off 

frequency), time step such as:  t≤ 1
10∗ f max  , with f max  the high frequency to be represented; 

•in addition, it can be interesting to determine an approximation of CFL condition (Running-Friedrichs-
Lewy, [4]) of the problem in order to having a lower limit of time step to use. Time step of stability 
of CFL condition is given by: t c=L/ c  with L  the length characteristic of the smallest element of 

the  mesh  and  c  the  celerity  of  the  elastic  waves  of  compression  unidimensional  data  par. 

c= E


the use of one time step definitely lower (more than one order of magnitude) than CFL 

condition does not have a physical meaning and can cause numerical oscillation high frequencies. 
It will be in particular taken care, during recuttings of time step, so that time step used remains 
close to CFL condition (it should be noted that time step of stability is generally very weak).

In practice,  it  is  necessary in nonlinear mode to make sure of  the low sensitivity  of  the response 
obtained for computations with different time step.
When one result has one converged for one time step  t 1 , one will make sure of the stability of this 

result by taking time step lower or equal to 0,1× t 1 . If the response is identical, time step  t 1  is 
satisfactory.

 
2.3.2 Explicit diagrams:

These diagrams, contrary to the implicit schemes, are conditionally stable. One must imperatively use 
one time step lower than time step of stability (CFL condition). In the contrary case, computation is 
likely to diverge (one observes for example abnormally high accelerations). Time step of stability is 
given at the beginning of operator DYNA_NON_LINE. Option “STOP_CFL” =OUI makes it possible to 
make sure that one never exceeds CFL condition.

Notice
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CFL The computation is not programmed for all the elements (in particular the discrete elements 
are ignored); the CFL estimated by Code_Aster can thus be larger (less penalizing) that the real  
CFL, with the risks of brutal divergence which results from this.

3 Choice of the modelization finite elements

3.1 Introduction

One seeks to represent two large families of structural reinforced concrete present elements in the 
classical buildings of civil engineer:
•beams and the columns, 
•bottoms and the veils.

One distinguishes three main categories of representations finite elements:

Local representation (solid elements)
In this approach finite elements classic, the constitutive materials (steel and concrete) are modelled 
separately.  One uses of the finite elements massive for the concrete and the model of associated 
behaviors are written in 3D. This kind of approach makes it possible to obtain a detailed description of 
the nonlinear phenomena concerned but its application to the totality of structure of an industrial type 
can prove to be difficult (prohibitory TEMPS CPU and size memory). Moreover, the use of local models 
of behavior involves important problems of nonconvergence.

Semi-GLOBALE representation
the modelizations used are standard beams and multi-layer shells and an integration is carried out in 
the thickness of  the element.  The constitutive  materials are always modelled separately.  One can 
distinguish:

•multi-layer  shells  supported  by of  the  finite  elements  of  standard  shell.  Simplifying  assumptions 
associated with the theory of the shells are adopted (the fields of displacements vary linearly in the 
thickness of the shell, the transverse stress  zz  is null). The models of associated behaviors are 
written in 2D plane stresses; 

•multifibre  beams supported by of  the finite  elements of  standard beam. Simplifying assumptions 
associated with the theory of the beams of Eulerian are adopted (the sections remain right and 
perpendicular to average fiber). The models of associated behaviors are written in 1D.

The principal interest of this kind of modelization is to be much less expensive in TEMPS CPU and the 
face memory that a local classical representation. It makes it possible of more than represent in a 
relatively realistic way structure to be studied.

Total representation
In this approach, the total behavior of the reinforced concrete is modelled (the components are not 
considered any more separately). The finite elements supports are structural elements (beams, shells) 
with only one layer.  The associated specific models of behavior are written in aggregate variables 
(generalized forces, generalized strains). The total modelizations are generally developed for specific 
applications  (for  a  kind  of  component  of  a  structure,  for  a  kind  of  request,…).  This  kind  of 
representation  is  far  from  expensive  in  TEMPS CPU and  the  face  memory,  but  the  data  of  the 
modelization require an identification which must be realized carefully. Moreover, this identification is 
generally valid only for one class of loadings.

Appear 3.1-a 3.1-a illustrates the types of modelizations available in Code_Aster.
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Appear 3.1-a : summary of the types of modelizations available.
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3.2 Description of the local modelization (solid elements)

3.2.1 Modelization of the concrete

The modelization using classical massive finite elements is not approached in this document being 
given which it in the case of does not present of clean specificities the concrete. One will refer to the 
general documentation of Code_Aster for any problem of modelization.

3.2.2 Modelization of reinforcements

One can use the two following types of modelization to represent the reinforcement mainstays:

•elements of bar (BAR, [U3.11.01]).  These finite elements 3D linear transmit only forces and axial 
strains.  The  use  of  the  elements  BAR implies  to  model  all  reinforcements  with one.  This 
modelization is to be used when reinforcement is complicated and when one seeks to represent in 
a very fine way the geometrical position of reinforcements; 

•elements  of  grid  out  of  membrane  (GRILLE_MEMBRANE,  [U3.12.04]).  This  modelization 
GRILLE_MEMBRANE makes  it  possible  to  only  represent  the  three-dimensions  functions  of 
reinforcement to only one direction of reinforcement working out of membrane. The finite elements 
supports are surface elements (TRIA3, QUA4,…).  Notion of eccentring does not  exist  for this 
modelization. It is thus necessary to position reinforcements at the good place during the mesh of 
structure.  To  represent  a  complete  bed  of  reinforcement  (reinforcement  in  two  orthogonal 
directions),  one  duplicates  the  first  bed  of  GRILLE_MEMBRANE and  one  defines  a  second 
orthogonal bed in the first.

Notice
It  was  shown  that  the  mixture  of  solid  elements  (concrete)  and  bars  (steel)  can  introduce 
singularities  source  of  nonconvergence  (application  of  a  specific  loading)  [ 14].  It  is  thus 
preferable, if the problem allows it, to use the elements of grid to represent reinforcements. 

3.2.3 Modelization of connection between the concrete and the reinforcements

One recommends to make coincide the nodes of meshes steels and concrete. This makes it possible 
not  to  weigh  down  the  size  of  the  problem  because  one  thus  avoids  introducing  relations  of 
connections between meshes steels and concrete to ensure the dependancy. It is necessary to make 
well correspond all the nodes concrete located along reinforcement with a node steel.
The reinforced concrete structure is then represented by the superposition of the elements  BARS or 
GRILLE_MEMBRANE used for steels and of the elements 3D massive used for the concrete.

It should be noted that this strategy of modelization implies that steel-concrete connection is perfect. A 
more  realistic  modelization  of  connection  between  steels  and  the  concrete  is  available  in  2D  in 
Code_Aster ( JOINT_BA , [R7.01.21]). This one is not adapted to our seismic applications. It can be 
used to study a steel-concrete connection locally (test of wrenching, for example). 

3.3 Description of the modelization multi-layer semi-GLOBALE shell

3.3.1 Modelization of the concrete

One models the concrete using shell elements or of shells of Code_Aster (DKT, DST, Q4G, COQUE_3D). 
One  does  not  reconsider  in  this  document  the  formulation  of  these  elements.  One  will  refer  to 
[U2.02.01] for their use.

It  is  pointed out simply that  since computations carried out are nonlinear,  one uses an integration 
method by layer for these elements. For each layer, one uses a method of Simpson at three points of 
integration, in the middle of the layer and in skins higher and lower of layer. For N  layers the number 
of points of integration in the thickness is of 2N1 . For the tangent stiffness, one calculates for each 
layer,  in  plane  stresses,  the  contribution  to  the  stiffness  matrixes  of  membrane,  bending  and 
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membrane-flexure  coupling  as  well  as  the  contribution  to  the  internal  generalized  forces.  These 
contributions are added and assembled to obtain the total tangent stiffness matrix.

 
To treat non-linearities material,  one recommends to use from 3 to 5 layers in the thickness for a 
number of points of integration being worth 7,9 and 11 respectively.

3.3.2 Modelization of reinforcements

One can use the two following types of modelization to represent the reinforcement mainstays:

•elements of bar ( BAR , cf § 3.2.2 ); 
•elements of grid (GRILLE_EXCENTRE, [U3.12.04]). This modelization GRILLE_EXCENTRE makes it 

possible  to  represent  the three-dimensions functions of  reinforcement  to  only  one direction of 
reinforcement  with  eccentring.  One  thus  defines  the  position  of  the  bed  of  reinforcements 
compared to the neutral fiber of the reinforced concrete shell. To represent a complete bed of 
reinforcement  (reinforcement  in  two  orthogonal  directions),  one  duplicates  the  first  bed  of 
GRILLE_EXCENTRE and one defines a second orthogonal bed in the first. One nets only one shell 
which  one  duplicates  in  Code_Aster in  order  to  create  the  mesh  groups  corresponding  to 
reinforcements (operator CREA_MAILLAGE ). All the mesh groups lean on the same nodes.

Notice
In this multi-layer semi-GLOBALE representation of shell, it is not possible to model transverse  
reinforcements.

3.3.3 Modelization of connection between the concrete and the reinforcements

As with the §3.2.33.2.3 , one recommends to make coincide the nodes of meshes steels and concrete. 
This makes it possible not to weigh down the size of the problem because one thus avoids introducing 
relations of connections between meshes steels and concrete to ensure the dependancy. If one uses 
elements  GRILLE_EXCENTRE for reinforcements,  the nodes steels and concrete coincide naturally 
because meshes are duplicated and are based in fact on the same nodes.
The  reinforced  concrete  structure  is  represented  by  the  superposition  of  modelizations 
GRILLE_EXCENTRE used for reinforcements and shell used for the concrete. 

3.4 Description of the modelization multifibre semi-GLOBALE beam

The modelization multifibre beam (element  POU_D_EM,  [U3.11.07] and [R3.08.08]) is  based on the 
resolution of a problem of beam whose heterogeneous section is divided into several fibers. Each fiber 
is equipped with a uniaxial behavior corresponding to the material constituting it, while the kinematics is 
defined by the extension coming from the clean extension (axial  strain)  and from the variation of 
curvature of the beam itself. The section can be of an unspecified form and is described using a 2D 
mesh.
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Appear 3.4-a : multifibre modelization beam of a reinforced concrete beam.

Remarks
In this multifibre semi-GLOBALE representation of beam, it is not possible to model transverse 
reinforcements.
The behavior of a reinforced concrete beam is defined by the material characteristics of concrete  
fibers and the material characteristics of fibers of steel reinforcements.

3.5 Description of the total modelization

3.5.1 General information

In this kind of representation, the structural elements implemented has only one fiber or layer in the 
section.  The  associated  homogenized  models  of  behavior  are  written  in  aggregate  variables 
(generalized forces, generalized strains) without transition by local laws. Most developments existing in 
the literature the beams concern. In  Code_Aster,  this kind of total elements of reinforced concrete 
beam is however not developed.
It  should be noted that these total  modelizations are very specific (with  a kind of  component of a 
structure, with a kind of request,…) and allow with difficulty to represent in a sufficiently fine way the 
complex industrial structure behavior. In addition, the data of the modelization require an identification 
which must be realized carefully.

3.5.2 Modelization of reinforced concrete plate

The modelization of  reinforced concrete plate available in  Code_Aster is similar to that  which was 
initially  developed in the computer  code Europlexus [6]  in  order to deal with  the problems of  fast 
dynamics for structures of civil engineer.
The elements supports are DKT degenerated at only one point of integration in the thickness (elements 
DKTG).  This modelization (Appear 3.5.2-a  )  uses aggregate variables ( N ,  membrane forces;  M , 
bending  moments;  ,    generalized  strains  and   ,  curvatures)  resulting  from  a  model  of  total 
behavior (for the reinforced concrete, model GLRC_DM). This model makes it possible to simulate the 
behavior of reinforced concrete plates under cyclic loading.
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One the model describes behavior GLRC_DM more in detail in paragraph 4.4.
      

 

Appear 3.5.2-a  : model of total reinforced concrete plate. 

3.6 Modelization of connections

It is possible to connect various modelizations between them according to the zones of structure. One 
does not describe here in detail the various possible approachs of modelization. However some points 
of modelization are clarified.

3.6.1 Connection shell-shell

the connection between two perpendicular shells can be carried out directly even if, in any rigor, the 
transmission of the torsional stresses is not exact (the degree of freedom of rotation generating torsion 
is not transmitted).
If one wishes to represent the connection between two perpendicular shells in a more precise way, it is 
possible to do it by means of linear relations (in order not to twice count volume at the intersection of 
the two shells). For that, one must use operator  AFFE_CHAR_MECA, LIAISON_COQUE , [U4.44.01] 
and [U2.02.01]. 

Multi-layer connection shell  – total shell  is natural because the finite elements concerned have the 
same degrees of freedom.

3.6.2 Connection 3D – beam and shell - beam

There exists in  Code_Aster an operator making it possible to connect a massive part to a beam ( 
AFFE_CHAR_MECA, LIAISON_ELEM, OPTION= `3D_POU', [R3.03.03] and [U4.44.01]), or a shell 
with a beam (AFFE_CHAR_MECA, LIAISON_ELEM, OPTION= `COQ_POU', [R3.03.06], [U4.44.01] 
and [U2.02.01]).
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These connections (3D_POU and  COQ_POU) make it possible to connect two parts of meshes being 
prolonged. It is not envisaged to model for example a connection between a shell and a beam coming 
to  be  connected  perpendicularly.  It  is  thus  seen  that  connections  column  –  bottom  are  not 
modélisables of this way.
In the case of a connection column - bottom, if one seeks to transmit the torsional stresses correctly, 
one recommends to only carry out connection using shells (cf §3.6.13.6.1, above) and if required to 
prolong the column with beams using a connection shell-beam (Appear 3.6.2-a).
Another  possibility,  used  in  static,  consists  in  adding fictitious  beams in  the plane of  the  shell  to 
transmit the forces coming from the column. This solution is to be used with precaution in dynamics 
because one must impose on the fictitious beams very low masses. So nodes of these beams are not 
attached to  the shell,  one is  likely  to  have a  disturbance of  the solution (badly  conditioned mass 
matrix).

 

Appear 3.6.2-a : connection column – bottom.

If the torsional stresses are not dominating, one will be able to directly connect the beam and the shell  
(common node).

3.6.3 Connection 3D – shell

One generally recommends fictitiously to prolong the shell in the solid mass 3D in order to ensure the 
kinematical conditions enter the two parts.

 

Appear 3.6.3-a : connection 3D – shell.

3.6.4 Modelization of nonlinear connections using discrete elements

One can represent the behavior of a connection column-beam, column-bottom or other by discrete 
elements  DIS_T and  DIS_TR [U3.11.02] and associated models of nonlinear behavior (in operator 
COMP_INCR [U4.51.11]).

•DIS_ECRO_LINE [R5.03.17]: allows to model in a total way (yield stress, hardening, ultimate load) 
the nonlinear behavior of nodes of framework in the steel or reinforced concrete gantries (girder-
pole connection, beam-beam, beam-bottom, or even veil-bottom on all the nodes of intersection 
between the meshes plates of the veil and bottom…).
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•DIS_VISC [R5.03.17]: allows to model dampers with nonlinear behavior.

3.7 Other structural elements modélisables
 
3.7.1 Modelization of a liner
 

the liner  is a metal  shell  placed in  intern skin enclosure guaranteeing the sealing in the event  of 
accidental escape. In order to model it, there exist two possibilities:
•when the concrete is modelled by solid elements (representation 3D local),  the liner is modelled 

directly by a shell with the real position, 
•when the concrete is modelled by shells (multi-layer or total), the liner is modelled by a shell offset 

compared to the average average of the concrete shell.

3.7.2 Modelization of prestressing

the cables of prestressed out of steel are put in tension in order to compress the structural concrete of 
civil  engineer.  One  does  not  present  here  the  methodology  of  implementation  of  prestressing  in 
Code_Aster. One will refer to [U2.03.06] which describes in detail the realization of a study with cables 
of prestressing.  It  will  be noted simply that one can use  DEFI_CABLE_BP [U4.42.04] with either a 
massive modelization 3D or a modelization shell of the type DKT or DKTG (GLRC). Moreover, it is not 
necessary  to  make  coincide  the  nodes  of  the  cables  and  the  concrete  nodes.  Command 
DEFI_CABLE_BP indeed makes it possible to also create kinematical connections which of the mesh 
will bind the nodes of the cable with the nodes of the concrete surrounding. On the other hand, that 
generates a large number of Lagrange multipliers which will weigh down computation. There is thus a 
compromise to find between facility to carry out the mesh and cost of computation. The introduction of 
too  a  large  number  of  kinematic  relations  can  become problematic  for  a  transitory  seismic  study 
already expensive in time.

3.8 Which type of modelization adopt?

3.8.1 Introduction

the choice of the modelization by finite elements is closely related to the models of behavior which are 
associated for him. It  is  thus necessary to study the models usable (concrete in particular)  for the 
seismic studies before answering entirely this question. In the chapter  4 following, one describes the 
models of steel and of concrete available in Code_Aster and one takes stock (Table 4) various possible 
strategies of modelization. 

In order to choose a modelization adapted to a given problem, it is necessary to answer the following 
questions:
•which type of structure does one seek to model?

•is beam, column/slab, veil, 
•simple/complex geometry, 

•which the size of the problem?
•which type of loading does one impose?

•membrane (tension/compression), 
•bending, 
•shears, 

•which types of results does one seek to analyze?
•total quantities (displacements, forces with the bearings, floor spectrums,…), 
•local quantities (stresses in the concrete, strains in steels,…).

One has the advantages below and the disadvantages related to each type of  modelization.  One 
answers these questions for each type of modelization.

Notice
It  is  possible  to  connect  various  modelizations  between them according  to  the  zones  of  the  
structure (multi-layer shells, total shells, multifibre beams,…).
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3.8.2 Local modelization (solid elements)

Advantages:
•it makes it possible to finely represent complex geometries of the nodes type of frameworks or zones 

which  one  seeks  to  model  with  accuracy  (including  the  group  of  longitudinal  and  transverse 
reinforcement), 

•it makes it possible to represent all the types of loading, 
•it gives access the total and local quantities.

Disadvantages:
•it  is  more  expensive  in  TEMPS  CPU  and  in  the  face  memory  that  the  semi-total  and  total 

modelizations, 
•the  solid  elements  mixture  (concrete)  and  bars  (steel)  can  introduce  singularities  source  of 

nonconvergence, 
•the delocalization is not available with DYNA_NON_LINE (cf § 4.4.3 ). 

3.8.3 Modelization multi-layer semi-GLOBALE shell

Advantages:
•it is adapted to the modelization of thin structures of type shell (slab and veil), 
•it makes it possible to represent all the types of loading, 
•it makes it possible to reduce the size of the problem compared to a modelization in solid elements.

Disadvantages:
•it does not make it possible to finely represent transverse reinforcement, 
•certain features are not available for this kind of modelization (great transformations, delocalization 

(cf § 4.4.3 ),…). 

3.8.4 Modelization multifibre semi-GLOBALE beam

Advantages:
•it is adapted to the modelization of thin structures of type beam, 
•it makes it possible to reduce the size of the problem compared to a modelization in solid elements, 
•it is inexpensive in TEMPS CPU and in the face memory, 
•it can be combined with the use of other structural elements (multi-layer shells,…).

Disadvantages:
•it does not make it possible to represent transverse reinforcement, 
•it is not adapted to the loadings of type shears, 
•it  is  rather  adapted  to  relatively  simple  structures.  However  one  can  plan  to  simulate  the  total 

reinforced  concrete  relatively  complex  structure  behavior  (see  the  benchmark  PUG  2000, 
§9.2.39.2.3). 

 
3.8.5 Modelization of total shell 

Advantages:
•it is adapted to the modelization of thin structures of type shell (slab and veil), 
•it is inexpensive in TEMPS CPU and in the face memory, 
•it can be combined with the use of other structural elements (multi-layer shells,…).

Disadvantages:
•it does not make it possible to represent finely the mechanical phenomena and the local responses 

(stresses,…). The behavior of structure “is homogenized”.
•the placement of total models of behavior requires an identification of the parameters being able to 

be difficult.

4 Choice of the model of behavior
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4.1 Introduction
    

the concrete is a complex material made up by grains of very different scales: centimetres for the 
aggregates, millimetres for sands, tens of microns for cements… Each one of these components has 
mechanical  properties  various  and  the  interfaces  between  components  involve  important 
heterogeneities in the material. Moreover, the placement of the concrete during construction is likely to 
generate spatial of the nonuniform components.
In addition, although these phenomena are not taken into account here, it is important to note that the 
concrete is a material multiphasic (presence of water and vapor in the interstices) and growing old. It 
undergoes in  the course  of  the  time of  the  phenomena of  thermohydration,  drying  and  creep  for 
example.

4.1.1 Experimental observations

Tension
behavior in tension is of brittle type. One observes an abrupt reduction in the stress when one reaches 
the tensile strength ( Figure 4.1.1-a : 4.1.1-a   ). The order of magnitude of strength in tension is of 
approximately 10 times lower than that of strength in compression. The behavior is quasi linear and 
reversible until the fracture. Cracking develops in the direction orthogonal to loading. 

For cyclic behavior in tension, one observes:
•a loss of stiffness during cycles (reduction in the elastic modulus in the event of refill), 
•an appearance of unrecoverable deformations when one discharges from a nonlinear state.

Compression
the behavior of the concrete in compression is of ductile type. The observation of the curve of stress-
strain in compression (Figure 4.1.1-b : 4.1.1-b ) makes it possible to distinguish 3 phases: 

•up to levels of stresses reaching approximately 40% of the maximum stress to the peak (  c ), the 
behavior is quasi elastic; 

•from 40 to 100% of  c , the behavior becomes gradually nonlinear. Near the peak the behavior is 
strongly  unelastic.  Cracking  develops  in  the  direction  parallel  with  the  loading.  A  voluminal 
phenomenon of thermal expansion is observed (increase in the Poisson's ratio). In the event of 
discharge, unrecoverable deformations appear; 

•beyond the peak, the behavior observed becomes lenitive: the slope post-peak becomes negative.

For cyclic behavior in compression, one observes:
•a loss of stiffness during cycles (reduction in the elastic modulus in the event of refill);
•an appearance of unrecoverable deformations when one discharges from a nonlinear state;
•hystereses of the cycles of load - discharge.

Cyclic
observation of the curve of stress-strain in cyclic traction and compression (Appear 4.1.1-c ) highlight 
two important aspects: 
•the dissymmetry of the thresholds in tension and compression (  c=10 t  approximately); 
•the reclosing of cracks. Stiffness in compression is taken again when the cracks are closed (unilateral 

effect).
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Figure 4.1.1-a : 4.1.1-a   experimental response 
of the concrete in cyclic tension (resulting from 

[ 8]). 

Figure 4.1.1-b : 4.1.1-b   experimental response 
of the concrete in cyclic compression (resulting 

from [12]). 

 
Appear 4.1.1-c  : experimental response of the concrete in traction and compression (resulting 

from [21]). 

4.1.2 Specificities of the seismic studies:

In the seismic studies, it is first of all imperative to correctly represent the cracking of the concrete in 
tension:
•abrupt reduction in the stress post-peak, 
•reduction in the modulus of discharge, 
•appearance of unrecoverable deformations.

Being given the cyclic aspect of the seismic loadings, it is then paramount to take into account the 
unilateral aspect of the concrete:
•dissymmetry of the thresholds, 
•reclosing of the cracks (taken again stiffness).

Lastly, according to the level of stress reached in compression in the study, it is necessary to correctly 
represent the ductile nonlinear behavior of the concrete in compression:
•nonlinear increase in the stress to the peak then softening, 
•reduction in the modulus of discharge, 
•appearance of unrecoverable deformations.

The models able to represent (more or less precisely) these phenomena are the following:

•ENDO_ISOT_BETON [R7.01.04], 
•ENDO_ORTH_BETON [R7.01.09], 
•LABORD_1D [R7.01.07], 
•GLRC_DM [R7.01.32]. 
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Other  concrete  models  exist  in  Code_Aster but  their  use  is  not  recommended.  It  is  the  case  for 
example  models  of  Mazars  [R7.01.08],  Double  Drücker-Prager  [R7.01.03]  and  BETON_REGLE_PR 
[U4.43.01]  (elastic  nonlinear  and  thus  nondissipative).  These  models  do  not  make  it  possible  to 
simulate the reclosing of cracks and are not of this fact not adapted to the cyclic case of loading. 

4.2 Algorithm of Borst

Before detailing the various models available, one recalls that there exists in  Code_Aster a general 
method of integration of the nonlinear models of behaviors 3D in plane stresses (method of Deborst, 
[R5.03.03]). This one consists in null returning the stress  zz  in the resolution of the problem.

  
The method of Borst moreover was generalized with the models 1D. An assumption of uniaxial stress 
is  imposed  (  yy= zz=0 ).  This  fact  the  models  of  behaviors  3D can  be used  for  the  multifibre 
modelizations of beams. 

 
Key word  RESI_CPLAN_RELA makes it possible to slacken the convergence criterion of the method 
(checking of the constraint plane). One advises for the seismic studies to preserve RESI_CPLAN_RELA 
at  10−6  (value  by default).  Moreover,  it  is  recommended to  take a  value of  RESI_CPLAN_RELA 
identical to that of the relative residue on equilibrium RESI_GLOB_RELA. If the convergence criterion is 
not respected, computation stops (or there is recutting of time step). 

One can use key word  ITER_CPLAN_MAXI in order to better satisfy the plane constraint. By default 
this parameter is fixed at 1 (value sufficient for the nonlenitive models). If one observes problems of 
convergence during iterations due to the algorithm of Borst, one recommends to increase the value of 
this parameter.  One will  be able to take for example equal “ ITER_CPLAN_MAXI” 5 or 10. If  the 
convergence criterion is not respected after the defined nombre of iterations, computation stops (or 
there is recutting of time step). 

The choice of the value of ITER_CPLAN_MAXI depends on the operator of resolution used in the 
method of Newton (cf §7.2.37.2.3): 
•if the tangent matrix is used, one can take the value by default ITER_CPLAN_MAXI=1 initially. 

In the event of nonconvergence, one will be able to test a higher value; 
•if the elastic matrix or the matrix of discharge is used it is recommended to directly take a value of 

higher  ITER_CPLAN_MAXI  (one  advises  to  make  between  5  and  10  iterations)  if  not  the 
constraint plane is likely not to be respected. 

4.3 Description of the models of reaction of steel

One briefly presents in this paragraph the models of behavior usable to represent the material steel in 
the frame as of seismic studies. One summarizes in Table 1  the various models available according to 
the modelization used. 

Modelization
BARS

X Modelization
multifibers

POU_D_EM
Modelization 
GRILLE_MEMBRANE

GRILLE_EXCENTRE VMIS_ISOT_LINE X

VMIS_CINE_LINE X X

PINTO_MENEGOTTO X X

GRILLE_ISOT_LINE X

GRILLE_CINE_LINE X
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GRILLE_PINTO_MEN X

Table 1  : models of reaction of steel. 

One does not detail in this document the models of reaction of steels. These models are described in 
[R5.03.09] and [U4.51.11].

Let us note simply that:
•the model of Von Mises with symmetric linear isotropic hardening (VMIS_ISOT_LINE) and the model 

of  Von  Mises  with  symmetric  linear  kinematic  hardening  ( VMIS_CINE_LINE)  are  classical 
elastoplastic models; 

•the model PINTO_MENEGOTTO makes it possible to represent the uniaxial elastoplastic behavior of 
reinforcements of the reinforced concrete. This model translates for it not linearity of the hardening 
of the bars under cyclic loading and takes into account the Bauschinger effect. It makes it possible 
of more than simulate the buckling of reinforcements in compression. 

In the seismic studies, the levels of strain in steels remain most of the time relatively low. The use of an 
elastoplastic model of behavior of Von Mises with kinematic hardening is sufficient. When one wishes 
to represent in a finer way the plastic behavior of steels, one can use the model of Pinto - Menegotto.

4.4 Description of the models of concrete behavior

One presents in this paragraph the models of behavior usable to represent concrete material in the 
frame as of seismic studies. One summarizes in  Table 2  various models available according to the 
modelization used.

3D massive 2D Plane stresses 2D Total 1D Fiber

ENDO_ISOT_BETON X X (De Borst) X (De Borst)

ENDO_ORTH_BETON X X (De Borst) X (De Borst)

LABORD_1D X

GLRC_DM X

Table 2  : models of concrete behavior. 

4.4.1 Model ENDO_ISOT_BETON

This model three-dimensional ([R7.01.04] and  [1  ]) is based on the theory of the damage (Appear
4.4.1-a  and  Appear 4.4.1-b ), the variable of damage being scalar (isotropic damage). The principal 
advantages of this model are its simplicity (two or three parameters of entry) and its thermodynamically 
founded theoretical writing.

Determination of the parameters of the model:
There are 3 parameters for the model  ENDO_ISOT_BETON [U4.43.01] besides the classical  elastic 
parameters E  (Young modulus) and   (Poisson's ratio):

   
•SYT is the maximum stress in simple tension. The value of this parameter is a classical experimental 

data of the concrete. SYT is in general about 1 to 4 MPa (Appear 4.4.1-a ); 
•D_SIGM_EPSI is the slope of the curved post-peak in tension (Appear 4.4.1-a  ). This parameter 

plays a paramount role in the response of structure. It is necessary to use a sufficiently stiff slope 
post-peak  so  that  the  propagation  of  the  damage  is  correctly  represented  by  computation. 
However  the  use  of  a  realistic  slope  post-peak  involves  important  problems  of  convergence. 
Indeed, more the behavior of the material is lenitive plus convergence becomes difficult. The value 
of this parameter is roughly from -0.2 to -0.6 times the Young modulus. In practice, one must often 
decrease the value of this parameter in order not to have nona convergence of computation; 

•SYC is the yield stress in simple compression. It is pointed out that the model ENDO_ISOT_BETON is 
quasilinear in compression (not nonlinearity in compression). The use of this optional parameter 
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makes  it  possible  to  return  the  threshold  of  damage depend on  containment  [R7.01.04].  For 
stresses lower than  SYC, there is a behavior of the realistic linear concrete. Beyond  SYC (yield 
stress), the model is not representative any more of the behavior of the concrete.  SYC is worth 
approximately 10 times the stress with the peak of tension SYT, in absolute value. If this parameter 
is not used, the yield stress in compression is taken about SYT, which is too weak. The use of this 
parameter  is  thus  advised  more  especially  as  it  does  not  worsen  a  priori  the  problems  of 
convergence. 

Local variables:
• V1 : value of the damage
• V2 : indicator of damage (0 for the elastic mode (null damage), 1 if damaged, 2 if broken (damage 

equal to 1)).
   

ENDO_ISOT_BETON makes it possible to model: 
•the brittle behavior of the concrete in tension; 
•the unilateral behavior of the concrete (reclosing of cracks by a resumption of stiffness). 

ENDO_ISOT_BETON does not make it possible to model: 
•nonlinear behavior in compression; 
•anisotropy of the material;
•unrecoverable deformations in compression and tension;
•loops of hysteresis in load - discharge.

  
Appear 4.4.1-a  : relation  −  in cyclic tension 

ENDO_ISOT_BETON . 
Appear 4.4.1-b  : relation  −  in cyclic traction 

and compression ENDO_ISOT_BETON . 

4.4.2 Model ENDO_ORTH_BETON
 

This model three-dimensional [R7.01.09] is based on the theory of the damage (Appear 4.4.2-a  and 
Appear 4.4.2-b ). One chooses to introduce two variables of damage:

•a  tensor  D  of  a  nature  2  relating  to the  damage  created  in  tension.  This  makes  it  possible 
orthogonally  to  describe  the  privileged  directional  sense  of  cracks  to the  direction  of  greater 
tension (anisotropic damage);

•a scalar D relating to the damage created in compression (isotropic damage).

There are 6 parameters for the model ENDO_ORTH_BETON [U4.43.01] (TABLE 3) , besides the classical 
elastic parameters E  (Young modulus) and   (Poisson's ratio).

Code_Aster Definition Dimension

  ALPHA Parameter of coupling without
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k 0  K0 constant Part of the threshold MPa  

k 1  K1 Parameter of the threshold MPa  

k 2  K2 Parameter of the threshold without

B  ECROB blocked voluminal Energy relating to tension MPa  

d  ECROD blocked voluminal Energy relating to compression MPa  

Table 3 : parameters of model ENDO_ORTH_BETON.

Determination of the parameters of the model:
•for the parameter  , a value between 0,85 and 0,9 are recommended;

•the parameters k 0  and B  must be identified simultaneously on a simple traction test;

•the parameters d , k 1  and k 2  must be identified simultaneously on a simple compression test.

One will imperatively refer to documentation [R7.01.09] and the benchmarks [V6.04.176] in which one 
discusses in detail the choice the parameters the model.

Local variables:
• V1  with V6  : tensor of damage of tension;
• V7  : damage of compression.

ENDO_ORTH_BETON makes it possible to model: 
•the brittle behavior of the concrete in tension; 
•nonlinear behavior in compression;
•the unilateral behavior of the concrete (reclosing of cracks by a resumption of stiffness);
•anisotropy of the material.

ENDO_ORTH_BETON does not make it possible to model: 
•unrecoverable deformations in compression and tension;
•loops of hysteresis in load - discharge.

 
 

Appear 4.4.2-a  : relation  −  in cyclic tension 
ENDO_ORTH_BETON.

Appear 4.4.2-b  : relation  −  in cyclic 
compression ENDO_ORTH_BETON.

4.4.3 Localization related to the nonlocal damage and models

the local models of behavior of damage ENDO_ISOT_BETON and  ENDO_ORTH_BETON can lead to a 
localization of  the strains.  One observes  in this  case a concentration of  the damage in a  tape of 
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thickness a mesh. Moreover the energy dissipated by the damage becomes null when the width of this 
tape tends towards  0.  The phenomenon of  localization  implies a  dependence  of  the response  of 
structure with the mesh.
In order to be built-in on the presence or not localization, it is thus advised, if one observes important 
concentrations of damage, to take again computation by more finely re-meshing the suspected zone. If 
it  is  noted  that  the  damage  always  concentrates  on  the  first  tape  of  elements  (reduction  of  the 
damaged zone), there is a problem of localization.

    
In addition,  methods of  delocalization of  the models of  behaviors  make it  possible  to avoid these 
problems  of  dependence  of  the  solution  to  the  mesh.  There  exists  in  Code_Aster a  method  of 
delocalization  available  for  models  ENDO_ISOT_BETON and  ENDO_ORTH_BETON :  modelization 
GRAD_EPSI ([R5.04.02]  and  [U3.14.11]).  In  this  nonlocal  modelization,  the  model  of  behavior  is 
regularized  on  the  strain.  One defines  a  strain  field  regularized,  related  to  the  local  strain  by an 
operator of the least squares type with penalization of the deformation gradient regularized which aims 
to limit the concentrations of strains.

This  nonlocal  modelization  is  currently  not  available  in  Code_Aster in  nonlinear  dynamics 
(DYNA_NON_LINE) because the operator of inertia is not calculated. Moreover, it is not either available 
for the multi-layer shells (only for the modelizations 3D or 2D_PLAN).

4.4.4 Model The model

GLRC_DM GLRC_DM [R7.01.32] is based on a formulation by homogenization for the plates and shells 
out  of  reinforced  concrete.  It  is  about  a  model  of  total  damage  formulated  in  term  of  relations 
strains/generalized  stresses  (membrane  extension,  membrane  curvature,  distortion  and  forces, 
bending moments, shears). It has 2 coupled variables of damage describing the damage by bending-
extension (for each face of the plate).

As one homogenizes the behavior of the concrete and steel, the model total is not lenitive. So one 
avoids most problems of nonconvergence. Moreover, the problems of localization of the damage are 
thus avoided. One will refer to [R7.01.32] for the detailed description of the model.

The parameters of the model are the following [U4.43.01]:

Elastic parameters:

Dimension definition

E Modulus Young are equivalent in tension (homogenized) Pa  

NU equivalent Poisson's ratio in tension (homogenized) without

EF equivalent Young Modulus in bending (homogenized) Pa  

NUF equivalent Poisson's ratio in bending (homogenized) without

nonlinear Parameters

Definition Dimension

SYT (Forced *  thickness)  corresponding to  the threshold  of  damage in 
simple tension of the material homogenized (1) N /m  

SYF Threshold of damage in pure bending of the material homogenized N  

SYC (Forced *  thickness)  corresponding to  the threshold  of  damage in 
simple compression of the material homogenized N /m  

GAMMA_T
Parameter managing the damaging slope (post-elastic) definite 

compared to the elastic slope in simple tension
without
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GAMMA_F
Parameter managing the damaging slope (post-elastic) definite 

compared to the elastic slope in pure bending
without

GAMMA_C
Parameter managing the damaging slope (post-elastic) definite 

compared to the elastic slope in simple compression
without

(1): SYT is defined by: SYT=élas×h , with  élas  the elastic stress limits and h  the thickness of the 
reinforced concrete shell.

Contrary  to  local  models  ENDO_ISOT_BETON and  ENDO_ORTH_BETON,  the slopes post-elastics  of 
model  GLRC_DM ( P p trac.   and P p flex ) are positive because they represent the total behavior of the 
damaged concrete and elastoplastic steels.

Determination of the parameters of the model:
The four principal parameters to identify are:

•elastic threshold SYT and the slope post-elastic out of membrane GAMMA_T;
•elastic threshold SYF and the slope post-elastic in bending GAMMA_F.

  
In order to readjust more finely the model, one will be able moreover take one modulus Young and a 
Poisson's ratio in bending (EF and NUF) different from those taken out of membrane. Indeed, as the 
reinforced concrete is not a homogeneous material, the actual value of  EF can be different from  E 
(apparent stiffness in bending). Consequently, one leaves to the user the possibility EF of introducing a 
value of (under key word GLRC_DM) independent of E.

For  the  identification  two  methodologies  exist.  The  first  methodology  of  identification  consists  in 
readjusting parameters GLRC_DM compared to model DKT - ENDO_ISOT_BETON (concrete) + GRILL - 
VMIS_CINE_LINE (reinforcements) on an elementary test in traction and compression, then on an 
elementary test in bending.

Traction and compression:
It  is  advised to  exploit  the benchmark SSNS106A [V6.05.106]  which  treats  the case of  the cyclic 
traction and compression to identify parameters  SYT and  GAMMA_T. One obtains a response curve 
presented Appear 4.4.4-a.

Bending:
It is advised to exploit the benchmark SSNS106B [V6.05.106] which treats the case of cyclic bending to 
identify parameters SYF and GAMMA_F. One can moreover if required readjusting the parameters EF 
and  NUF (elastic parameters of the reinforced concrete plate in bending).  One obtains a response 
curve presented Appear 4.4.4-b .

In order to readjust the parameters of model  GLRC_DM, the user can wish to preserve in the global 
solution compared to a more realistic modelization:
•initial elastic stiffness (and thus the initial eigenfrequency), 
•elastic limit, 
•the dissipation of energy (or damping) defined by the area of the response curve on a cycle, 
•maximum strain reached, 
•the degradation of the stiffness.

On Appear 4.4.4-a and Appear 4.4.4-b , one carried out retiming so as to have roughly the area under 
two curves (ENDO_ISOT_BETON and GLRC_DM) identical in the range of loading −   aimed in the 
seismic analysis (equivalent to dissipated energy). One sought, moreover, to keep close yield stresses 
in the two models.
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Appear 4.4.4-a : response GLRC_DM and 
ENDO_ISOT_BETON - test in traction and 

compression.

Appear 4.4.4-b  : response GLRC_DM and 
ENDO_ISOT_BETON - test in bending. 

This methodology is most precise. However it poses problems of time of implementation. Indeed, it 
quickly becomes tiresome to carry out this retiming when it is necessary to study tens of veils and 
bottoms.  To  be  freed  from this  difficulty,  command  DEFI_GLRC [U4.42.06],  initially  developed  to 
determine in an automatic way the parameters of constitutive  law  GLRC_DAMAGE,  was enriched. It 
allows the identification of the parameters of GLRC_DM from the knowledge of the geometrical data and 
materials of the various components of reinforced concrete slab.

  
Local variables:
• V1  : damage on the side of the upper face
• V2  : damage on the side of the lower face
• V3  : indicator of evolution of the damage V1 . V3  1 is worth, when V1  evolves and 0 if not
• V4  : indicator of evolution of the damage V2 . V4  1 is worth, when V2  evolves and 0 if not.
• V5  : relative weakening of stiffness in tension
• V6  : relative weakening of stiffness in compression
• V7  : relative weakening of stiffness in Model

4.4.5 bending GLRC_DM coupled with elastoplasticity (VMIS_CINE_LINE)

In  order  to  take into  account  the elastoplastic  phenomenology  of  the behavior  and to  thus  better 
represent hystereses of the cyclic response of a reinforced concrete structure, one has in Code_Aster 
of a numerical platform of coupling damaging and elastoplastic models  [15]. The model  GLRC_DM is 
coupled  with  a  model  of  Von  Mises  (VMIS_CINE_LINE) for  the  membrane  part  only  (it  is 
supplemented by an elastic model in bending) [R7.01.19].
To summarize, the model behavior GLRC_DM + VMIS_CINE_LINE makes it possible to represent the 
damage in membrane-bending and plasticity out of membrane.

One  recommends  to  proceed  by  stage  in  the  use  of  model  GLRC_DM coupled  with membrane 
elastoplasticity: one will the model carry out initially a computation with simple GLRC_DM and then 
one will implement this more complex model.

In operator  DYNA_NON_LINE, one uses operand RELATION_KIT. The key word associated with the 
couplings with behaviors with the concrete is “KIT_DDI”. This key word makes it possible to add the 
two  terms  with  unelastic  strains  defined  by  existing  constitutive  laws GLRC_DM  and 
VMIS_CINE_LINE in COMP_INCR:

COMP_INCR = _F (RELATION = “KIT_DDI” 
 RELATION_KIT = (“GLRC_DM”, “VMIS_CINE_LINE”)) 

The data necessary of the field material must be provided in operator DEFI_MATERIAU. One will refer 
to the case test SSNS106 [V6.05.106] for more details on syntax.
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Determination of the parameters of the model
the  methodology  currently  implemented  consists  in  identifying  the  parameters  GLRC_DM + 
VMIS_CINE_LINE out  of  membrane compared to  model  DKT -  ENDO_ISOT_BETON  (concrete)  + 
GRILL - VMIS_CINE_LINE (reinforcements) on an elementary test in traction and compression.
It  is  advised to exploit  the benchmark SSNS106F which treats the case of  the cyclic  traction and 
compression for the model GLRC_DM + VMIS_CINE_LINE. One obtains a response curve presented 
Appear 4.4.5-a.

 

Appear 4.4.5-a : elementary response – test in traction and compression.

Local variables
the local variables of each model are cumulated in the table of the local variables, and are restored 
model by model (4 local variables for GLRC_DM then 7 local variables for VMIS_CINE_LINE).

4.4.6 Model LABORD_1D

This model is based on the theory of the damage [R7.01.07]. Initially written into three-dimensional 
[13],  it  is  available  only  into  unidimensional  in  Code_Aster.  It  was  developed  specifically  for  the 
multifibre concrete beams (cf §3.43.4).  One associates a behavior  LABORD_1D with each concrete 
fiber of the beam.

 
The main features of this model are the following ones:
•use of two scalar variables of damage (one in tension D1 , and the other in compression, D2 ); 

•taking into account of the residual unelastic strains  p , related to the damage;
•management of the opening of cracks and their reclosing by introducing a progressive restoration of 

the stiffness to closing.

Appear 4.4.6-a  represents a cycle of traction and compression on a concrete element.
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Appear  4.4.6-a  :  response  in  traction  and  compression  of  the  concrete  model
 ( − f t = forced reclosing of cracks). 

Determination of the parameters of the model:
The parameters of the model must be identified starting from the characteristic classical materials of 
the  concrete.  One will  refer  to  [R7.01.07]  who  gives  the elements necessary  to  the  chock  of  the 
parameters.

In practice, it is advised to exploit the benchmark SSNL120 [V6.02.120] (which deals with the problem 
of the concrete material point under uniaxial cyclic loading) to help itself to identify the parameters. One 
will find in particular in this benchmark a set of parameters usable by default. If one modifies materials 
parameters model, one will make sure that the response  −  obtained is coherent with the data 
materials.

Notice
In  the  event  of  severe  loading,  the  peak  of  strength  in  compression  can  be  met,  and  even 
exceeded, which results in a softening of the material. In certain cases (according to the set of  
parameters of the model) of the phenomena of nonconvergence can appear if this stress goes up  
in on this side − c  . However, for the seismic applications, the strains reached in compression 
are seldom also high. So the problem is seldom encountered. 

Local variables:
• V1 : variable of damage of tension D1

• V2 : variable of damage of compression D2

• V3 : value limits threshold of damage in tensile stresses Y 1

• V4 : value limits threshold of damage in compressive stresses Y 2

• V5 : tangent modulus E t .

LABORD_1D makes it possible to model: 
•the brittle behavior of the concrete in tension;
•nonlinear behavior in compression;
•the unilateral behavior of the concrete (reclosing of cracks by a resumption of stiffness);
•unrecoverable deformations in compression and tension;
•loops of hysteresis in load - discharge.

LABORD_1D does not make it possible to model: 
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•three-dimensional phenomena (anisotropy of the material, the voluminal thermal expansion of the 
material in compression).

 

4.5 Which type of model behavior to adopt?
  
4.5.1 Introduction

the choice of the model of behavior is closely related to the adopted modelization. In  Table 4, one 
summarizes the various possible strategies of modelization.

In order to the model choose behavior adapted to our problem, it is necessary to answer the following 
questions:

•which is the maximum level of request which one wants to apply to the structure (level of 
damage) and which is the robustness of the model of behavior of the concrete?

•weak damage: few risks of nonconvergence;
•high damage: risks of nonconvergence becoming high;

•which mechanical phenomena does one want to represent?
•damage of the concrete (tension/compression);
•damage of the concrete and plasticity of steels and the concrete.

One has the advantages below and the disadvantages related to each type of model of behavior. One 
answers these questions for each type of model.

4.5.2 Model ENDO_ISOT_BETON :

Advantages:
•it is a model 3D simple, 
•the identification of the parameters is immediate.

Disadvantages:
•one only represents the damage of the concrete in tension, 
•one notes significant problems of nonconvergence when the damage becomes high.

The model
notice  ENDO_ISOT_BETON used in plane stresses via the method of Deborst for the multi-layer 
shells is in theory more robust than its three-dimensional version. In practice, however problems 
of convergence are observed when the damage becomes too high in structure. 

  
4.5.3 Model ENDO_ORTH_BETON:

Advantages:
•it is a model 3D making it possible to finely represent the damage of the concrete in tension and 

compression.

Disadvantages:
•significant problems of nonconvergence are noted when the damage becomes high, 
•the determination of the parameters requires a relatively complex preliminary chock.

 
The model

notice  ENDO_ORTH_BETON used in plane stresses via the method of Deborst for the multi-layer 
shells is in theory more robust than its three-dimensional version. In practice, however problems 
of convergence are observed when the damage becomes too high in structure. 

4.5.4 Model LABORD_1D
 

Advantages:
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•as the model is written in 1D, the problems of nonconvergence are reduced in an important way, 
•it  allows to finely represent the mechanical phenomena in the longitudinal  direction (traction and 

compression and bending), 

Disadvantages:
•it does not make it possible to represent the transverse mechanical phenomena.

4.5.5 Model GLRC_DM

Advantages:
•the softening behavior of the concrete is not modelled any more. So one avoids most problems of 

nonconvergence;
•in  the same way,  as  one  homogenizes  the  behavior  of  the concrete  and steel,  one avoids the 

problems of localization;
•the model  GLRC_DM + plasticity makes it possible to model the residual strains (out of membrane 

only).

Disadvantages:
•the identification of the parameters requires a work of retiming per comparison to a more precise 

model of type ENDO_ISOT_BETON.
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Table 4 : summary of the choice of the modelization and the model of associated behavior.
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5 Put in facts of the case

5.1 Mesh

5.1.1 General advices

the discretization of the mesh must be adapted to the wave length of the phenomena which one wishes 
to  represent.  A cut-off  frequency  and  thus  a  size  of  element  can  be  established  by  means of  a 
preliminary modal analysis of structure.

In many studies,  nonlinear  computations are carried out  following a linear study.  In this case it  is 
necessary to adapt the linear mesh by refining the zones which become nonlinear. In order to re-mesh, 
one will be able to use the software HOMARD via macro-command MACR_ADAP_MAIL [U7.03.01]. It is 
in particular possible to re-mesh part of a mesh by indicating the group of mesh simply that one wants 
to refine.

It is strongly advised to carry out a study of sensitivity of the results to the mesh. In practice, it  is 
advised during the creation of the mesh to envisage several refinements of mesh.

5.1.2 Massive local modelization and multi-layer shell

It is advised to make coincide the nodes steel and concrete to reduce the size of the problem. The 
elements  BARS,  GRILLE_MEMBRANE or  GRILLE_EXCENTRE representing reinforcements must have 
their nodes confused with those of the solid elements or concrete shells (cf §3.2.33.2.3 and 3.3.3).

Concerning the modelization of connections, one will refer to the §3.63.6.

5.2 Initial conditions

the preloading of reinforced concrete structure (inertia loading and other static loadings…) is necessary 
in  the  case  of  the  use  of  operator  DYNA_NON_LINE.  He  is  done  by  means  of  operator 
STAT_NON_LINE by imposing only the loading due to the inertia loading and the other loadings. The 
dynamic loading is applied in resumption of the static computation of inertia loading, by preserving this 
last loading.

In addition, one can possibly take account of the phasage of construction of structure. The taking into 
account of this phasage makes it possible to simulate a prefissuration appearing during construction. 
Moreover it can be necessary, even in linear elasticity, in order to represent a stress state initial non-
zero in structure (obtained during construction by modification of the hyperstatisms).

These  methods  are  used  currently  little  for  computation  of  civil  engineer  works.  One  however 
recommends  to  exploit  the  works  completed  on  the  problems  of  the  excavation  [U2.04.06]  and 
construction by layer of a dam ([U2.04.07]).

5.3 Limiting conditions

the boundary conditions are to be defined classically as in any study.

The seismic analysis of a civil  engineer work posed on flexible foundation can however require the 
taking into account of the interaction between the soil and structure (ISS). One will refer to [U2.06.07] 
for the description of the methods of taking into account of the ISS. One will be able in particular to 
represent the ISS using impedances of foundation readjusted around a linear behavior of structure 
founded on the soil.

 

5.4 Seismic loading

One includes in this paragraph the elements detailed in [U2.06.09].
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It is pointed out that the structure known as mono-is supported if all the bearings on which the structure 
rests are subjected to the same excitation. The structure known as multi-is supported if there exist at 
least two bearings not being subjected to an identical seismic excitation.

5.4.1 Mono-bearing

In this case, it does not have there stresses induced by differential displacements of the anchorages. 
One thus uses an approach in relative displacements and one bracket either the accelerogram (case 1) 
or displacement (case 2) with the structure (operator CALC_CHAR_SEISME, [U4.63.01]).

1st case 
One has the seismic signal has (T), acceleration according to time following the three directions X , 
Y  and Z  – Use of CALC_CHAR_SEISME.

The development of the concept “loading” used by AFFE_CHAR_MECA proceeds as follows:

•assembly of the assembled mass matrix M ass  : operator ASSEMBLY;

•development of the assembled vectors ( V ass X
,  V assY

 and  V assZ
), being used as a basis for the 

loading  
(1 by direction of the seisme): operator CALC_CHAR_SEISME with the key word MONO_APPUI = 
' OUI';

•development of the concept “loading” (1 by direction of the seisme): operator AFFE_CHAR_MECA with 
the key word VECT_ASSE.

This case is most current in the studies of civil engineer work under seisme.

2nd case 
One has the seismic signal  d t  , displacement according to time following the three directions X , 

Y  and Z .

The  development  of  the  concept  “loading”  used  by  AFFE_CHAR_MECA is  immediate:  operator 
AFFE_CHAR_MECA with the key word DDL_IMPO.

5.4.2 Multi-bearing

In this case, differential displacements of the anchorages induce secondary stresses. It is not possible 
any more to use an approach in relative displacements. One must thus carry out the resolution in the 
absolute  coordinate  system.  The  loading  must  be  imposed  in  the  form  of  displacements  on  the 
anchorages of structure.

Compared to computation mono-bearing, the 1st method suggested is not adapted any more. The use 
of CALC_CHAR_SEISME out of multi-bearings and in nonlinear transitory (DYNA_NON_LINE) provides 
results which the validity is not assured because CALC_CHAR_SEISME operates by raising élasto-static 
(static modes).

1st case 
One has the seismic signal a t  , acceleration according to time following the three directions X , Y  
and Z  – Use of the transforms of Fourier.

It is necessary to build  d t ,  displacement according to time from  a t  . The method suggested 
consists in using the transforms of Fourier to integrate the signal:
•computation of acceleration a   according to the pulsation: realization of a transform of Fourier of 

a t   following each direction;

•computation of displacement d   according to the pulsation: multiplication from a   2  ;

•computation of displacement d t  according to time: realization of a transform of Fourier reverses 
d   ;
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•development of the concept “loading” used by AFFE_CHAR_MECA : operator AFFE_CHAR_MECA with 
the key word DDL_IMPO.

Notice
One will refer to  [10] for the precautions to take in the realization of the transforms of  Fourier:  
checking of (return to zero of the signal to carry out the FFT) and the absence law of causality of  
drift of displacements. 

2nd case: 
One has the seismic signal  d t , displacement according to time following the three directions X , 

Y  and Z .

The  development  of  the  concept  “charges”  used  by  AFFE_CHAR_MECA is  immediate:  operator 
AFFE_CHAR_MECA with the key word DDL_IMPO.

5.4.3 General precautions on the temporal signal

the evolution temporal according to time a t   or  d t  used as starter of computation must be as 
regular as possible. It is necessary thus that time step which defines sampling is sufficiently fine. If one 
calls  f max  the maximum frequency of the spectrum of the signal, it is necessary to have at least a 

sampling rate 5 to 10 times larger than f max .

Initially, the structure being considered only subjected to the permanent loadings (weight,…), it is to 
better have a displacement, a velocity and an acceleration induced by the null seisme imposed on the 
bearings.  If  these  conditions  are  not  observed,  one  is  likely  to  observe  initial  oscillations  of  the 
response. In practice, to respect that, it is enough that the seismic signal imposed on the bearings in 
displacement is null on at least the two first time step. It will thus be advisable to manually add zero 
values to the beginning of the files of loading.

At the end of computation, it  is recommended to also return under null  conditions in displacement 
imposed over a certain period. That makes it possible to ensure the return at rest of structure. This one 
is essential (condition of causality)  if  one wants to make a correct spectral analysis by FFT of the 
responses.

Notice
the guide of the ASN [ 11] recommends to use a set of  N  accelerograms ( N=5  minimum) 
representative of the seismic motion of design for the design of civil engineer works. One thus  
carries out  N  nonlinear transient computations in order to analyze the variability of the results  
according to the accelerograms used.  One defines the quantity to be retained for  the design 
according to the number of accelerograms used, the average and the standard deviation of the 
absolute values of the results (one uses for that an estimator of confidence interval of the type 
Student-Fischer, [ 11]). 

5.5 Damping

5.5.1 Definition

One  recommends  to  use  damping  of  Rayleigh  [R5.05.04]  and  [R5.05.05]  in  the  direct  transitory 
resolution by means of DYNA_NON_LINE.

 
The elementary damping matrix C elem  is expressed like linear combination of the elementary matrixes 

of mass M elem  and stiffness K elem  :

C elem= K elem  M elem  

with    and     coefficients of Rayleigh. The part   M elem  corresponds to damping low frequency 

and the part  K elem  with damping high frequency (Appear 5.5.1-a).
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The damping factor  n  for the nth mode of the system considered is defined by: 

 n=
  n

2




2 n

 

with the pulsation  n  associated with the nth mode.

This damping of Rayleigh is fixed on two relevant modes and  1, 1  damping factors  2, 2  
and for the analysis of studied structure. When one knows the values of depreciation for these two 
frequencies, one can calculate   and   :
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In practice, one always considers the case where two depreciation is equal   1= 2= , one then 

obtains the formulas to be used for the computation of   and   :
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It is then advisable to return the values   and   by means of the command DEFI_MATERIAU, key 
words AMOR_ALPHA/AMOR_BETA.

One  presents  Appear  5.5.1-a graphic  description  of  the  damping of  Rayleigh  for  two  frequencies 
 f 1,   and  f 2,   between which damping is relatively uniform.
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Appear 5.5.1-a : description of the damping of Rayleigh.

5.5.2 Nonlinear case

For  the  computation  of  C elem ,  one  takes  the  stiffness  matrix  used  in  the  method  of  Newton 

(RIGI_MECA). If one uses the tangent matrix reactualized  K elem
tan  in  DYNA_NON_LINE (NEWTON=_F 

(MATRICE=' TANGENTE', REAC_ITER=1,),), the damping matrix is then defined by:

C elem= K elem
tan   M elem  

The damping matrix C  then does not remain constant during computation. Indeed, when the structure 

becomes  strongly  damaged,  K tan  decreases  and  can  even  become  negative.  This  fact  the 
interpretation of the effect of proportional damping in nonlinear is delicate (variation of the dissipation 
introduced in the course of time).

The user fixes the parameters of damping on the beach where the structure is elastic.

5.5.3 Other advice in nonlinear

In nonlinear, the dissipative phenomena is modelled via the models of steel and concrete behavior. In 
any rigor, it is thus not necessary to introduce a damping matrix into computation to represent these 
phenomena.  However,  in  order  to  ensure numerical  stability  and to  represent  possible  dissipative 
phenomena not modelled by the materials, one is generally brought to introduce a damping matrix of 
the Rayleigh type. One recommends to use a maximum value of damping of 2% on the first mode (on 
this subject one will be able to refer to the guide of the ASN [11]). This value is much lower than that 
from 5 to 7% used into linear for computations of design.

It is it should be noted that out of multi-bearing (cf 5.4.2) the resolution of the problem is carried out in 
the absolute  coordinate  system ( U absolu=U relatifU entraînement ).  In  this  case,  it  is  essential  not  to 
introduce damping on the part corresponding at the speed of training. The damping matrix must be 
taken proportional to the stiffness matrix only ( C elem= K elem  in the method recommended by the 
ASN [11]). Another possibility consists in embedding one of the bearings and describing the motion of 
the other bearings compared to this one (that amounts cancelling the motion of training). In this case, 
one can use a classical damping of Rayleigh.

For discrete elements DIS_T or DIS_TR [U3.11.02], one directly defines the damping matrix for each 
degree of freedom in AFFE_CARA_ELEM (DISCRETE key word [U4.42.01]). This remark is important 
if one models added masses using discrete elements. It is then essential to associate with it a damping 
matrix if not these added masses are not damped.

When one uses a diagram of temporal integration explicit (DIFF_CENT or TCHAMWA), it is imperative to 
only use a proportional damping with the mass matrix. The use of a damping of complete Rayleigh 
involves a fall of time step of stability and thus a very important increase of the computing time.
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6 Analyses  preliminary  to  nonlinear  transient  dynamic 
computation

Before carrying out nonlinear transient computation, one advises to proceed by stage by increasing the 
“difficulties”. This makes it possible to validate independently the various elements of the modelization.

6.1 Mass One

analyzes advises, after having carried out the modelization by finite elements, to calculate the mass of 
structure  in  order  to  make  sure  that  the  geometrical  characteristics  and  materials  (densities)  are 
correct. This is all the more important as the structure is complex and that the number of different 
materials is high.

One uses the operator POST_ELEM [U4.81.22] and key word MASSE_INER.

6.2 Modal analysis

One  recommends,  before  carrying  out  a  transient  computation,  to  carry  out  a  modal  analysis  of 
structure. This makes it  possible to check the quality of the modelization (total  stiffness, boundary 
conditions). So moreover, one has the first in experiments measured eigenfrequencies, one will be able 
to compare the modelization finite elements compared to the real structure and to possibly readjust the 
modelization finite elements.

One does not detail in this document the computation of the eigen modes of a structure. For that, one 
will refer inter alia to [U4.52.02] (operator MACRO_MODE_MECA).

It is pointed out however that for the seismic analysis of a linear structure, it is necessary has minimum 
to  retain  all  the modes of  which the eigenfrequencies are  lower  than the cut-off  frequency of  the 
seismic spectrum (generally about 33 Hz , beyond which there is no significant dynamic amplification). 
In practice, one is often satisfied to preserve only the modes which contribute to a significant degree 
to the response. One then preserves only the modes of which the unit effective mass in a direction is 
higher than 1 ‰. Second selection criteria consist in also making sure that, for the set of these modes 
selected, the unit effective mass cumulated in each direction is not very different from the total mass of 
structure. A threshold of admissibility of 95% is usually allowed for the spectral method; it is indicated a 
threshold of 90% for the transitory method. If this second criterion is not checked with the modes lower 
than 33 Hz , one extends modal base beyond this frequency until reaching this threshold.

The sum of the effective modal masses is worth in fact the total mass which works on selected modal 
base. In other words, this working total mass is worth the total mass minus the contributions out of 
mass which are carried by clamped degrees of freedom (which thus do not work on modal base). Thus, 
for example, on a system with 1 mass-spring degree of freedom with a mass  M1  at the top and 
another mass  M2  at the level to erase it, then the working mass will be worth  M1  and the total 
mass M1M2 . Consequently, the unit effective modal mass for the only mode of the system will be 
worth M1 /M1M2 . The total office plurality will thus have the same value and, according to the 
ratio  in  M1  and  M2 ,  one  will  not  be  able  thus  inevitably  to  reach  90%  of  the  total  mass 
M1M2 , even by considering all the modes (there is only one only mode on this example). In 

practice, the model EF will be so and realistic, more the difference between the working mass and the 
total mass will be weak.
It is thus necessary to pay attention to the typical cases where a considerable part of the mass is 
concentrated in  this  zone of  blocked degrees of  freedom. Indeed,  if  it  is  the case,  the calculated 
dynamic modes will never make work this zone and thus, the office plurality of effective modal mass 
will be able to never reach 100% of the total mass (which takes account of the mass with the level as of 
blocked degrees of freedom).
One will thus tend to take too many modes what is conservative, but to the detriment of the TEMPS 
CPU.
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To control that, it is necessary to calculate the total mass by excluding the blocked degrees of freedom: 
one can do it with POST_ELEM by specifying a GROUP_MA which would contain all the building except 
blocked surface.
Then, it will be enough to make a rule of three between the office plurality of effective mass and the 
relationship between total mass and total mass in the blocked degrees of freedom.
Example: Cumul_corrigé_unitaire=Cumul_unitaire×Mtot / Mtot_sans_DDL_bloqués

With meshes in solid elements, the undervaluation of the office plurality is weak and will  decrease 
when one will refine more. With surface meshes to erase or worse, with a point mass with the basemat, 
the undervaluation can become important.

In the field as of reinforced concrete structures, one generally notes whom the modelizations have a 
total stiffness more important than that measured in experiments. The first calculated eigenfrequency 
can over-estimate the frequency measured of more than 20%. Various phenomena can be proposed in 
order to explain this variation:

•limiting conditions (fixed support on the mobile plate) and of connections (fixed support slab-veil) 
imperfect under the experimental conditions;

•an important heterogeneity of concrete material and a possible decoherence enter reinforcements 
and  the  concrete  under  the  experimental  conditions  involving  of  the  variations  of  the  Young 
modulus in structure;

•initial geometrical defaults.

In order to readjust the eigenfrequencies several methods are generally used:

•reduction in the Young modulus of the concrete (lowering compared to the experimental value of the 
Young modulus which can reach more than 20%). This artificial retiming involves a fall of all the 
following eigenfrequencies. The following modes thus are badly represented by the modelization;

•modification of the limiting conditions. The taking into account of nonperfect fixed supports between 
structure and the frame or the various structural elements (connection veil-bottom, for example).

  
These  more  or  less  contractual  modifications  are  not  very  satisfactory.  Impossibility  of  suitably 
modelling the eigen modes of  a reinforced concrete structure has consequences important  on the 
capacity of a seismic computational simulation to predict margins of design.

6.3 Elastic linear transient dynamic computation

One recommends, before carrying out a nonlinear transient computation, to carry out an elastic linear 
transient  computation. For that,  it  is  enough, starting from the command file  of nonlinear transient 
computation DYNA_NON_LINE, to define elastic materials: COMP_INCR (RELATION = “ELAS”).
That makes it possible to see for example if introduced damping is well taken into account for all the 
finite elements of the modelization.
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6.4 Other analyses

6.4.1 Analyzes push-over (quasi-static nonlinear monotonous)

It acts to apply to structure a monotonous displacement growing to request it in a way equivalent to a 
seismic loading (push-over or progressive push). One requests structure until creation of cracks and 
plasticization of reinforcements which, to the extreme, can lead to the failure of structure. This case of 
loading constitutes a kind of curve wraps with the cyclic static nonlinear response (Appear 6.4.2-a).
The principal interest of this computation is to analyze the behavior of structure for elevated levels of 
nonlinearity (damage) and to highlight  possible problems of convergence in the model of concrete 
behavior used.

This computation requires on the other hand that one can define a loading of the relevant push-over 
type. Moreover, its implementation can be expensive in time.

6.4.2 Cyclic static analysis

One  can  carry  out  a  cyclic  static  nonlinear  computation  by  applying  to  the  bearings  of  structure 
imposed displacement resulting from the seismic signal (Appear 6.4.2-a).
The principal interest of this computation is to analyze the behavior of structure for levels of nonlinearity 
(damage) close to those met in the frame to nonlinear dynamic computation and to highlight possible 
problems of convergence in the concrete models used.

This computation requires that one has this temporal evolution in displacement (cf §5.45.4). Moreover, 
its implementation can be expensive in time.

 

U

FMonotone
Cyclique et Sismique

 

Appear 6.4.2-a : monotonous nonlinear static response (push-over) and cyclic nonlinear static.
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7  Resolution of nonlinear transient dynamic computation 

7.1 Introduction

Into this chapter, one is placed in the frame of a computation in small disturbances, without shock. The 
only  not  linearities  are  of  origin  material.  This  corresponds  to  the  most  frequent  studies  of  civil 
engineer. One could however model geometric nonlinearities (large displacements, large deformations) 
or contact-friction.

All the key words quoted in this chapter are attached to operator DYNA_NON_LINE. One will refer to 
[U4.53.01] and [U4.51.03] for more details.

7.2 With the convergence of computation temporal

7.2.1 Evolution of the loading

command DEFI_LIST_INST helps makes it possible to carry out an automatic recutting of time step 
when the algorithm of Newton does not converge. 

In addition, it is pointed out that it is necessary, for a given computation, to test several time step in 
order to analyze the stability of the results according to time step selected (cf.§2.32.3).

7.2.2 Convergence criteria

key word  CONVERGENCE makes it possible to define the value of the relative residue on equilibrium 
(RESI_GLOB_RELA).  By  default,  this  one  is  with  10−6 .  In  order  to  facilitate  the  convergence  of 
computation, one can slacken this convergence criterion. It should however be done with precaution, 
the use of  a  too large convergence criterion being able  to involve  results  far away from the real 
solution. One advises not to use a RESI_GLOB_RELA higher than 10−4 .

There exists moreover one absolute residue on equilibrium (RESI_GLOB_MAXI). Initially, this criterion 
is used when the loading and the reactions of bearing become null (for example in the case of a total 
discharge). In this case, one passes automatically from the criterion relating to the absolute criterion.
When one uses a model of damaging behavior, one observes in certain cases a divergence of the 
absolute residue whereas the relative residue remains weak. This is why, it is advised at the time as of 
computations to check that RESI_GLOB_MAXI remains weak. If this one reached of the raised values, 
one recommends to take again computation by imposing a maximum value on the total residue by 
defining a RESI_GLOB_MAXI for computation. One advises to use the value by default with 10−6 .

Under ITER_GLOB_MAXI, one can modify the maximum nombre of iterations carried out to solve the 
total  problem at  every moment  (10 per  default).  If  one sees that  during iterations of  Newton,  the 
convergence of the model of behavior is slow, one can increase the value of this parameter.

Under  ITER_GLOB_ELAS,  one can modify the maximum nombre of  iterations carried out  with  the 
matrix of discharge when one uses key word PAS_MINI_ELAS of the key word factor  NEWTON (see 
§7.2.37.2.3) to solve the total problem at every moment (25 per default).

7.2.3 Algorithm of Newton

key word NEWTON makes it possible to specify the matrix used for the total iterations of the method of 
Newton (Appear 7.2.3-a). One can use either the elastic matrix (MATRICE=' ELASTIQUE'), or the 
tangent matrix (MATRICE=' TANGENTE'). Moreover, in this last case one can pass automatically from 
the tangent matrix to the matrix of discharge when time step is or becomes (by recutting) lower than a 
minimal step (PAS_MINI_ELAS). For the models of damage the matrix of discharge is identified with 
the secant matrix (Appear 7.2.3-a). This option can be useful when the automatic recutting of time step 
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is not enough to make  converge a computation. For the models of damage (concrete), the tangent 
matrix can become singular and it can be preferable to use the matrix of discharge to converge.

      

 

Appear 7.2.3-a : schematic description of the operators of resolution of the method of Newton in 
Code_Aster (for a model of behavior of damage).

Initially, one recommends to use the tangent matrix. To optimize convergence, it is strongly advised to 
reactualize this tangent matrix as often as possible, the best strategy being, if the size of the problem 
allows it, to reactualize it with all iterations (MATRICE=' TANGENTE', REAC_ITER = 1, [U4.51.03]). 
This is all the more advised if there is a modelization using  the method of Deborst (cf 4.2).

So problems of convergence appear (singular tangent matrix), one can choose to rock on the matrix of 
discharge (activation of key word PAS_MINI_ELAS). As convergence with the matrix of discharge is 
slower than that with the tangent matrix, key word ITER_GLOB_ELAS (cf §7.2.27.2.2) makes it possible 
to  define a  maximum nombre of  iterations specific  to  the use of  the matrix  of  discharge.  For  the 
damaging  models  of  behavior,  the  matrix  of  discharge  (which  corresponds  to  the  secant  matrix) 
depends on the  strain  state  reached.  It  is  thus necessary  to  reactualize  this  matrix  via  key word 
REAC_ITER_ELAS.
If the problems of convergence remain, it can be interesting to carry out a computation with the elastic 
matrix to see how are held the iterations of Newton in this case.

Notice
the linear search theoretically allows to improve convergence of the method of Newton [R5.03.01].  
However this one is not operational with operator DYNA_NON_LINE . 

7.2.4 Not linearities materials

key word COMP_INCR makes it possible to define the nonlinear models of behaviors implemented in 
DYNA_NON_LINE.  In  the  event  of  nonconvergence  of  computation,  one  can  have  to  modify  the 
parameters associated with the algorithm with Borst (cf §4.24.2, for a computation shell multi-layer).
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7.2.5 Diagram of temporal integration

One lays  out  in  DYNA_NON_LINE of  various  implicit  temporal  diagrams  (NEWMARK and  HHT)  and 
explicit (DIFF_CENT and TCHAMWA) briefly described with the §2.22.2.

In the seismic studies, one recommends to use the implicit method of average acceleration because it 
does  not  introduce  artificial  numerical  damping:  SCHEMA_TEMPS=_F  (SCHEMA='  NEWMARK', 
FORMULATION=' DEPLACEMENT', ALPHA=0.25, DELTA=0.5,).

If one observes parasitic oscillations high frequencies in the response of structure, one advises to use 
a diagram HHT which makes it  possible to introduce an important numerical  damping for the high 
frequencies without almost impacting the low frequencies: SCHEMA_TEMPS=_F (SCHEMA=' HHT', 
FORMULATION=' DEPLACEMENT',  ALPHA= alph,  MODI_EQUI= `OUI',).  By  default,  one 
advises to take ALPHA= -0.3.

 
In the event of nonpersistent convergence and if all the other methods of assistance to convergence 
were tested, one will be able to try to continue computation by means of the explicit diagram of the 
central  differences:  SCHEMA_TEMPS=_F  (SCHEMA='  DIFF_CENT',  FORMULATION=' 
ACCELERATION',) . 

It is however recommended to choose this explicit diagram with more the greatest caution. Indeed, 
such a computation has important specificities, in particular with regard to time step of the computation 
which must respect CFL condition [4]. For a seisme of more than 10 seconds, the computing time is 
likely to become prohibitory because time step in general about 10 -5 to 10 is -6 second. 

This strategy of computation will be more relevant when one has in Code_Aster a method of rocker of 
temporal diagram implicit worms clarifies (and the reverse). This method will in the long term make it 
possible  to  change  diagram of  integration  into  time  during  the  resolution  of  a  nonlinear  problem 
transient dynamics. When the structure is in a phase of relatively regular evolution one uses an implicit 
scheme, which makes it possible to have time step the relatively large ones. Then, at the time as of 
phases very disturbed by the damage of the concrete, one rocks on an explicit diagram which could 
make it possible to exceed the difficulties (snap-back). One can then rebasculer on an implicit scheme 
if the continuation of the response becomes again more regular.

7.3 Sequence of computations

From the static solution under inertia loading, one carries out seismic computations the ones following 
the  others.  The  final  state  of  preceding  computation  n  is  used  as  initial  state  with  following 
computation n1  :

ETAT_INIT=_F (CRITERE= “RELATIF”, EVOL_NOLI = loading of gravity,).

Before  continuing  computation  n1 ,  it  is  necessary  to  check  that  the  initial  state  provided  by 
computation N corresponds well to structure at rest: the field of acceleration must be very weak in all 
structure. When the seismic loading applied finishes by a weak phase making it possible well structure 
to return at rest (signal not truncated), one can connect computations directly.

In the contrary case, in order to return no one the field of acceleration in all structure at the end of 
computation N (elimination of field of acceleration parasitizes), one advises on the structure to bring 
back structure to the complete at-rest state by applying a fictitious damping high to a small time interval 
(some tenths of a second, for example). For that, it is necessary to create fictitious materials having a 
high  elementary  damping.  Following  seismic  computation,  one  carries  out  another  dynamic 
computation (DYNA_NON_LINE) with the static loading only and by means of the materials with high 
damping. At the end of this computation the field of acceleration is inevitably almost zero and one can 
use it as initial state of following computation n1 .

8 Postprocessing 
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8.1 Analyzes total behavior of the structure

8.1.1 Displacements and maximum forces

the analysis of the evolution of displacements and reactions to the bearings (total shears, normal force 
and bending moments) provides significant components to apprehend the total behavior of a structure.

Remarks
It is practical to use key word OBSERVATION in order to save all the results for a given point and  
not for all structure.

8.1.2 Determination of the oscillator spectrum

the determination of the oscillator spectrum of an accelerogram has (T) is available by the operator 
CALC_FONCTION [U6.62.04] with key word SPEC_OSCI : it is obtained by numerical integration of the 
equation of Duhamel by the method of Nigam [R5.05.01]. This command provides the spectrum of 
pseudonym  absolute  acceleration  and,  on  request,  the  spectrum  of  pseudonym  velocity  or  the 
spectrum of relative displacement.
Generally, the user must always check that the frequential beach employee for the computation of the 
oscillator spectrum is coherent with the frequential contents of the entry signal. That is all the more 
crucial  if  one seeks to obtain,  for example,  the asymptotic value pseudo  - acceleration.  In certain 
cases, the list of frequency by default of key word SPEC_OSCI can be too restrictive. 

8.1.3 Eigenfrequencies

the analysis of the evolution of the eigenfrequencies of a structure in the course of loading makes it 
possible to have a good indication on the state of damage of this one. The phenomena of cracking 
make decrease the total stiffness of structure and one observes a fall of frequency. If one determines 
the eigenfrequencies and the damping of damaged structure, one can then carry out a computation of 
seismic response spectral on this one.

The  determination  of  the  eigenfrequencies  of  damaged  structure  is  possible  using  key  word 
MODE_VIBR of operator DYNA_NON_LINE [U4.53.01]. It is of a method making it possible to carry out a 
vibratory modal analysis (associated eigenfrequencies and modes) on the stiffness matrixes and about 
overall  assets  of  DYNA_NON_LINE.  As one must  calculate  the eigenfrequencies of  structure  for a 
damaged elastic stiffness matrix, it is necessary to have given the structure at rest before carrying out 
by  the  operator  the  computation  of  eigenfrequencies  MODE_VIBR.  One  will  refer  to  benchmark 
SDNV106 [V5.03.106] for more details.

Another  possibility  consists  in realizing,  after  the  seismic  loading  and  after  the  setting  at  rest  of 
structure, a loading of the type “white vibration” on low level of requests using Code_Aster. One then 
carries out an analysis of Fourier of the response obtained in order to determine the eigenfrequencies 
of damaged structure.

8.1.4 Assessment of energies dissipated

The computation of energies is made POST_ELEM [ U4.81.22] by the operator. However, the energy 
of damping is currently not calculated, nor nonelastic strain energy for the lenitive models such as 
ENDO_ISOT_BETON. Moreover, the computation of the work of the external forces is carried out from 
part of the nodal forces and does not take account of the inertia forces or damping. 

 
The energy assessment is thus currently to realize with precaution.

8.2 Analyzes local behavior of the structure

8.2.1 Introduction
 

the computation options of fields quoted into this chapter are defined in CALC_CHAMP [U4.81.04].
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Concrete
the analysis of the cards of isovaleurs of damage makes it possible to apprehend the local behavior of 
a structure. One can determine the maximum levels of stresses and cracking reached in certain points 
of structure.

Notice
If  it  is  observed  that  only  some  finite  elements  are  very  strongly  damaged,  it  can  act  of  a  
phenomenon of  localization  of  the damage due  to  the model  of  lenitive  behavior  used.  This  
phenomenon involves a dependence of the response to the mesh. In order to determine if it there  
localization or not, one recommends to take again computation by more finely re-meshing the 
suspected zone. If it is observed that the damage again takes place on only one tape of mesh 
(reduction of the damaged zone), it is that one has localization.
It should be noted that the models of delocalization of the constitutive laws by regularization of the  
strain are not yet currently available in nonlinear dynamics in Code_Aster (cf § 4.4.3 ). 

Reinforcements
the analysis of the cards of isovaleurs of plastic strains cumulated in reinforcements makes it possible 
to determine the level of plasticization reached in steels.

8.2.2 Local modelization (solid elements)

It does not have there specificity related to postprocessing in this case. It is thus not here detailed.

Concrete
One calculates directly the nodal stresses by element SIGM_ELNO . 

Of the same
reinforcements, the elements of grids membranes ( GRILLE_MEMBRANE ) or the elements of bar ( BAR 
)  post-are treated by calculating associated stresses SIGM_ELNO . 

Notice
In  HP,  one  calculates directly  the  nodal  deformations  by elements  EPSI_ELNO starting  from 
displacements.

8.2.3 Multi-layer shells

Concrete
For the multi-layer shells, one post-draft stresses by elements with nodes (SIGM_ELNO) starting from 
the stresses at  the points of  integration of  each layer  (SIEF_ELGA)  calculated during a  nonlinear 
computation.  If  one wishes  to  obtain  these stresses in  a  layer  and a  particular  position,  operator 
POST_CHAMP should be used.

These stresses are calculated in the local coordinate system of the shell defined by the user in the 
command AFFE_CARA_ELEM . One can post-treat same way local variables (VARI_ELNO).

Reinforcements
the elements of offset grids ( GRILLE_EXCENTRE ) or the elements of bar ( BAR ), post-are treated 
simply by calculating associated stresses SIGM_ELNO . 

8.2.4 Multifibre beams

For the multifibre beams, one currently does not have computation option of the stresses in fibers 
directly in CALC_CHAMP. One can however recover the stresses in fibers by means of the operands of 
localization of a field in operator RECU_FONCTION : 

/NOEUD = No, [node] 
/GROUP_NO = grno, [gr_noeud] 
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/MESH = my, [mesh] 
/GROUP_MA = grma, [gr_maille] 

/POINT = nupoint, [I] 
/SOUS_POINT = nusp, [I] 

the integer  nupoint specifies the number of the Gauss point which one wants to recover the value 
(case of the cham_elem “to Gauss points”).

The integer nusp specifies the number of under point, i.e. of the fiber, on which one comes to record 
the stresses (cf mesh of the section §3.43.4).

One can thus analyze the stresses and the strains in the fibers concrete and the fibers steel.

8.2.5 Total shell

In this modelization, one does not have directly of the stresses and the strains in the thickness of the 
shell. It is however possible to rebuild the strain field (but not the stress field) for a dimension given 
starting from the fields of generalized forces and strains.

As the strain field is considered linear in the section, one a:

{x  z =x
tot
z  x

tot

y  z = y
tot
z  y

tot
 

with x
tot   y

tot , x
tot  and the y

tot  strains generalized and x  z   the  y  z   strains in the thickness of 
the total shell.

9 Case existing tests and studies 

9.1 Benchmark Code_Aster

9.1.1 temporal Diagrams

Diagram of average acceleration (§ 2.2   )   

•SDND102B  and  SDND102C  -  seismic  Response  of  a  nonlinear  spring-mass  system  multi  - 
supported.

•SDNL130 - Response seismic of a reinforced concrete beam (rectangular section) with nonlinear 
behavior.

Diagram   HHT   (§   2.2   )   

•SDNL111C - Impact of two beams by means of DYNA_NON_LINE.

Diagrams   DIFF_CENT   and   TCHAMWA   (§2.2  2.2  )  

•SDND102 - Response seismic of a multimedia nonlinear spring-mass system.

9.1.2 Modelizations and models of associated behavior

3D massive +   ENDO_ISOT_BETON   

•SSNV149 - Test of ENDO_ISOT_BETON . 

3D massive +   ENDO_ORTH_BETON   

•SSNV176 - Identification of model ENDO_ORTH_BETON.
•SSNV177 - Test of William.

Multi-layer shells +   ENDO_ISOT_BETON   
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•SSNS106 - plane reinforced concrete Plate in cyclic  loading (the multi-layer modelization shell  is 
used to identify the parameters of model GLRC_DM).

•SSNS108 – Simulation of a test SAFE.

Multi-layer shells +   ENDO_ORTH_BETON   

No test available.

Multifibre beams +   LABORD_1D   

principal Benchmarks of validation of modelization  POU_D_EM for the reinforced concrete beams in 
static and dynamics:
•SSLL111 - static Response of a beam reinforced concrete (section in T) with linear behavior
•SDLL130  -  seismic  Response  of  a  reinforced  concrete  beam  (rectangular  section)  with  linear 

behavior.
•SSNL119  -  Response  static  of  a  reinforced  concrete  beam (rectangular  section)  with  nonlinear 

behavior.
•SDNL130 - Response seismic of a reinforced concrete beam (rectangular section) with nonlinear 

behavior.
 

Benchmark of validation of the model of behavior LABORD_1D :
•SSNL120 - Response cyclic of the constitutive law of the concrete (models of Borderie).

Other simple benchmarks of validation of modelization POU_D_EM :
•SSLL102J - clamped Beam subjected to unit forces.
•SSNL106G and SSNL106H - Beam elastoplastic in tension and pure bending.

Total shells +   GLRC_DM   

principal  Benchmarks  of  validation  of  modelization  DKTG and  model  GLRC_DM for  the  reinforced 
concrete plates in static:
•SSNS106A - Plate planes out of reinforced concrete in cyclic loading of tension/compression.
•SSNS106B - Plate planes out of reinforced concrete in cyclic loading of bending.
•SSNS106C -  Plate  planes out  of  reinforced concrete  in  cyclic  loading of  tension/compression + 

bending.
•SSNS106D - Plate planes out of reinforced concrete in cyclic loading of shears in the plane.
•SSNS106E - Plate planes out of reinforced concrete in cyclic loading of bending + shears in the 

plane.

Principal benchmarks of validation of modelization DKTG and the model  GLRC_DM + plasticity for the 
reinforced concrete plates in static:
•SSNS106F - Plate planes out of reinforced concrete in cyclic loading of tension/compression in the 

plane. Model GLRC_DM + plasticity.
•SSNS106G - Plate planes out of reinforced concrete in cyclic loading of shears in the plane. Model 

GLRC_DM + plasticity.

9.1.3 Loading

Mono-bearing with the use of   CALC_CHAR_SEISME   (§5.4.1  5.4.1  )  

•SDNL113A - Pipework in the shape of quadrant (ELSA) under seismic loading.
•SDNL130 - Response seismic of a reinforced concrete beam (rectangular section) with nonlinear 

behavior.

Multi-bearing with the use of   DDL_IMPO   (§5.4.2  5.4.2  )  

•SDNL131 - Computation of line of pipework elastoplastic under seisme.

9.1.4 Damping of Rayleigh

For the use of the damping of Rayleigh (§5.55.5), one will be able to refer inter alia to:
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•SDLL113B - Substructuring transient dynamics: beam in simple tension.
•SDNL130 - Response seismic of a reinforced concrete beam (rectangular section) with nonlinear 

behavior.

9.1.5 Postprocessing
 

Computation of the spectrums (  SPEC_OSCI  , §8.1.2  8.1.2  )  

•FORMA12C  –  seismic  TP  of  analysis  of  line  of  pipework  with  DYNA_TRAN_MODAL and 
COMB_SISM_MODAL.

 Computation of damaged eigenfrequencies ( MODE_VIBR , § 8.1.3   )   

•SDNV106 – Analysis with the eigenvalues in DYNA_NON_LINE (stability and oscillatory modes).

Computation of the stresses in the thickness of a multi-layer shell ( SIGM_ELNO  , §8.2.3  8.2.3  )  

•SSLS115 - square Plate composite under uniform pressure.
•SSLS118 - square Plate posed subjected to a sinusoidal pressure.

Computation of  the stresses in a fiber of  a multifibre beam (  TEST_RESU   or    RECU_FONCTION   with 
SOUS_POINT  , §8.2.4  8.2.4  )  

•SSNL120 - Response cyclic of the constitutive law of concrete (TEST_RESU).
•SSNL127E - Traction test with the model CORR_ACIER (RECU_FONCTION).

9.2 Examples of studies carried out

9.2.1 Bottom of the type P4

Descriptif of the test [2 ] 
Of  the  tests  were  carried  out  with  the  French  atomic  energy  agency/EMSI  (Saclay)  in  order  to 
characterize the nonlinear behavior of bottoms of building BAS-BL 1300 MWe subjected to a vertical 
seisme. The designed model was dimensioned so as to be representative of a real bottom. The tests 
were  carried out  on the mobile  plate  Azalea of  the French atomic energy agency in  Saclay.  The 
experimental program consists of 9 runs of increasing levels of acceleration. One studies the nonlinear 
behavior of principal slab in bending. 

Modelization carried out [ 18] [ 19] 
One adopts a modelization plates multi-layer DKT for the concrete and a modelization of the type 
GRILL for the reinforcement  mainstays.  The model  ENDO_ISOT_BETON is  used in plane stresses 
thanks to the approach of Borst. From the static solution under inertia loading, one carries out the 
seismic computations connected the ones after the others. The final state of preceding computation is 
used as initial state with following computation. One analyzes the damage undergone by reinforced 
concrete slab for the reached levels of acceleration.

The  comparison  with  the  experimental  results  shows  that  the  modelization  carried  out  makes  it 
possible to correctly represent the nonlinear behavior of slab, in particular the state of cracking at the 
end of the requests. The comparison of the temporal responses of vertical displacements with the 
center of slab is very satisfactory. The residual deflection of slab fissured under inertia loading at the 
end of the highest loadings studied is well determined by computation.

9.2.2 Veils in shears SAFE – T5

Descriptif of the test [ 20] 
program SAFE (Structures Armed Slightly Hurled, CCR-ISPRA, 1998) relates to a series of 13 tests 
pseudo-dynamics on walls in shears. Contrary to a dynamic test on mobile plate, the method pseudo-
dynamics  is  a  numerical  hybrid  method/experimental  which  combines  the  computation  of  the 
displacement of the structure (here a degree of freedom of horizontal adjustment) and force employed 
by a monitoring system measures it to impose this displacement. The differences between each series 
in tests are primarily related to the proportion of reinforcement of the walls, with the initial frequency of 
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the test (from which one determines the mass at the top of the veil to apply) and with the average load 
vertical which one seeks to maintain constant during the test. Each series in general understands at 
least 3 tests, carried out by varying the intensity of the accelerogram of reference.

Modelizations carried out [7] [16] [17] 
Two approaches of modelizations were realized: representation 3D by of the finite elements voluminal 
(HEXA),  and  shells  multi-layer  (DKT).  3  studies  were  conducted:  monotonous  static  (push-over), 
alternate static and transient dynamics (DYNA_NON_LINE).

The study with a local modelization (concrete represented using solid elements) watch as one quickly 
meets of enormous numerical difficulties as well  in static as in nonlinear dynamics. The models of 
behavior implemented are not very robust for this kind of problem.

The modelization total allows to low represent satisfactorily the behavior of the veil  for the level of 
request  (static  push-over,  alternated static,  seismic dynamics).  One does not  encounter  numerical 
difficulties. The model GLRC_DM makes it possible to provide the static envelope of the experimental 
cycles (push-over). In dynamics, the comparison of the temporal responses of displacements at the top 
of veil is very satisfactory. However, the unrecoverable deformations are not modelled in this study. 
This  is  why  one  currently  continues  this  study  with  the  model  GLRC_DM coupled  with  membrane 
elastoplasticity.

 
9.2.3 PUG model 2000

Description of the test [ 3] 
the PUG model 2000, is a structure on a scale 1/3 made up of two veils and five bottoms out of 
reinforced concrete.  The base plate  of  structure  is  very  strongly  reinforced in  order  to ensure the 
anchorage the mobile plate. The total height of the model is of 5,10 m . Side systems of reinforcement 
are added with structure in order to increase its strength. Additional masses are laid out on bottoms in 
order to represent the necessary stress state in foot of structure. The total mass of the model is of 36 
tons. The test routine is composed of 3 runs seismic of increasing levels of excitation. The loading is 
bidirectional horizontal.

Modelizations carried out [ 5] 
computations were carried out using the multifibre modelization beam ( POU_D_EM ) and of the model 
of behavior LABORD_1D for the concrete.

Results  got  by computation  in  terms of  total  quantities  (generalized  displacements,  forces,…) are 
relatively close to those obtained in experiments. The comparison of the bending moments in the plane 
for the first stage of the veil of right and for the various levels of loadings shows that one has a good 
agreement between computation and the test. The modelization multifibre beam of Code_Aster put in 
work is adapted to simulate this kind of simple structure under seismic loading.

10 Conclusions
  

One presents the methodology of realization of a study of civil engineer under seismic loading. One 
places oneself in the frame of the nonlinear transient dynamics (operator DYNA_NON_LINE ). 

One has various finite elements types of modelizations to represent the structural reinforced concrete 
elements (beam, column, slab, veil,…).  One can use a local  representation, semi-GLOBALE (shell 
multi-layer, multifibre beam) and total shell.

One  in  addition  has  nonlinear  models  of  behavior  of  concrete  (ENDO_ISOT_BETON, 
ENDO_ORTH_BETON,  LABORD_1D,  GLRC_DM and  GLRC_DM coupled with the plasticity) and of steel ( 
VMIS_ISOT_LINE, VMIS_CINE_LINE, PINTO_MENEGOTTO) adapted to the seismic applications.

The implementation of  a  nonlinear  seismic study is  presented (put  in  facts  of  the case,  analyses 
preliminary to nonlinear dynamic computation to realize, advice in order to improve convergence of 
computations and postprocessings available).
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This document provides the user, for each stage of its computation, of the advice of methodology and 
the rules of good practice to be followed.
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